
BMI055 二合一六轴传感器

产品名称 BMI055 二合一六轴传感器

公司名称 深圳市福田区新夏电子销售部

价格 10.00/个

规格参数 加工定制:否
品牌:bosch博世
型号:bmi055

公司地址 中国 广东 深圳市福田区
皇岗路高科利大厦B座27B

联系电话 86 0755 29767051/83600096/13310860913
13928496011

产品详情

in a trend-setting move for the consumer electronics industry, bosch sensortec has integrated two triaxial mems
sensors in a single package. this combination of an acceleration sensor and a gyroscope yields the bmi055, the smallest
inertial measurement unit in the market. the bmi055 is designed to meet the requirements of advanced consumer
electronics applications with six degrees of freedom (6dof) such as game consoles or gaming applications in
smartphones and tablet computers.designers benefit from a one-stop solution for 6dof applications in which the
elements – acceleration sensor, gyroscope, and software – are all of a piece. supplied in a lga 3.0 x 4.5 x 0.95 mm
package, the bmi055 offers the smallest footprint in the market. with its high degree of integration, the bmi055 reduces
the bill of material (bom) and at the same time facilitates the qualification process. since it lowers the component
count, it also simplifies assembly.exact measurement, flexible design optionswith a resolution of 16 bit for the
gyroscope and 12 bit for the accelerometer, combined with excellent signal/noise ratio, the unit provides precise,
reliable measurement results. for greater design flexibility, the measurement range of the sensors is programmable –
±125 °/s to ±2000 °/s for the gyroscope and ±2 g to ±16 g for the accelerometer. the latter also shows a low zero-
g offset of typically only 70 milli-g. i2c and spi digital interfaces offer versatile communication options. for use in
battery-powered consumer devices, the bmi055 exhibits very low power consumption.along with the bmi055, bosch
sensortec offers a custom software solution which combines measurement data of both sensors, providing optimized
sets of data for various target applications. in combination with an optional geomagnetic sensor, the software even
enables the design of 9dof applications.world leading design and manufacturing competencythe bmi055 inertial
measurement unit is based on bosch sensortec's proven mems sensor technology, the result of 15 years of experience
in the field of gyroscope development. the bmi055 further expands bosch sensortec’s product spectrum of advanced
mems sensors. the company owns the entire value chain including sophisticated mems sensor technology ip, high-
volume manufacturing experience and software expertise. for the customer, this translates into advanced product
design quality and excellent delivery performance – decisive factors in today’s demanding markets.

bosch sensortec gmbh is a fully owned subsidiary of robert bosch gmbh. it develops and markets micro-mechanical
sensors for consumer electronics, mobile phones, safety systems, industrial technology and logistics. the product



portfolio includes triaxial geomagnetic and acceleration sensors, triaxial gyroscopes, barometric pressure sensors and a
comprehensive software portfolio for various applications. since its foundation in 2005 bosch sensortec emerged as the
technology leader in the addressed markets. the bosch group has been the global market leader for mems sensors since
1998 and has to date sold more than 2 billion mems sensors.     

本产品的 材料为 陶瓷， 种类是 加速度，加工定制为 否， 防护等级是 0， BMI055为 BOSCH博世，
材料物理性质是 半导体，型号为 BMI055， 材料晶体结构是 单晶， 线性度为 0（%F.S.）， 迟滞是
0（%F.S.），重复性为 0（%F.S.）， 漂移是 0， 分辨率为 0， 品牌是 BOSCH博世，输出信号为 数字型，
灵敏度是 0， 制作工艺为 集成，  
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